Letter to Shareholders updating on business and technology
developments at Epcylon Technologies
August 16, 2017
To our shareholders:
We want to update you on our recent accomplishments, the opportunities ahead for the
company as we continue to leverage our patented technologies. We continue to be very
enthusiastic about our two flagship products: Stealth Trader and Mobilotto.
Stealth Trader
The engineering team at BridgeRock Technologies Inc. (BRT), our wholly-owned subsidiary,
continued to refine the company’s trading software to support our asset management
business. Our Situation Asset Management asset management arm has outperformed the
market for the past 25 months. We are currently expanding our trading capital on a no
management fee/50% performance fee basis, which has recently allowed the company to cover
its monthly burn and has eliminated the need for additional fund raising for the company’s
operations at this time.
We continue to support our retail product and plan to attend the FIA Chicago show this coming
October with our retail partner, CQG. CQG is headquartered in Colorado and provides market
data services in more than sixty countries. CGQ powers over 65 brokers globally.
Pilot App
BRT has spent the past 24 months developing a retail mobile application called PILOT based on
our proprietary STEALTH algorithm. We are now ready to launch commercially, worldwide. The
PILOT app is customized for an Apple and Android launch with CQG. The app is expected to
launch in September with our initial Forex partner on the CQG network as well as embedding
the PILOT dashboard into the CQG mobile application.
In parallel, we are in discussions with several large financial institutions to build PILOT as a
customized application. It is intended that the application will be white-labelled as a market
differentiator for an untapped millennial audience.

Though Epcylon is currently generating revenue through its asset management activities, we
are hoping to position PILOT as Epcylon’s main source of income in the near-term.
Mobilotto
Our Mobilotto proprietary location patents and market leadership has allowed the company to
expand into affiliate advertising opportunities in the gaming vertical. We are presently running
successful pilots in New Jersey and expect to expand our reach over the next few quarters.

Thank you for your continued support and we look forward to exciting times ahead of us. Our
success is due to our employees, our supportive shareholders, our Board of Directors and our
Strategic Advisory Board. We have various exciting commercialization opportunities on the
horizon and I look forward to reporting to you of further exciting developments in the future.
Best Regards,

Gary Schwartz
Director
Epcylon Technologies, Inc.

